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Executive Summary
The Park Operations department of the Vancouver Board of Parks and Recreation is responsible for
softscape services as well as sports fields, baseball diamonds, passive grass areas, trails, ponds and natural
area maintenance. The management of such a wide variety of facilities requires the utilization of a fleet of
driven and handheld equipment by the combination of skilled and unskilled labour.
Facility maintenance may be hindered by physical or environmental hazards, as well as interruptions due
to weather, scheduled events, filming, resident use, equipment downtime, or inadequate staffing levels.
Currently the West Neighbourhood District utilizes paper timesheets to record limited data. No metrics
are measured or tracked, and it is difficult to ascertain the last facility visit, overdue tasks, and work
completed accurately and efficiently. It is desired by the department to source an easy-to-use, digital
replacement to the paper timesheets to measure relevant data and monitor metrics that will facilitate
planning, funding, and deployment of resources.
CityStudio Vancouver (CSV) is an independent organization that seeks to link the academic community
with civic partners to collaborate on projects that improve the efficiency, sustainability, and liveability of
the city. The British Columbia Institute of Technology (BCIT) is one of many academic partners that
participate in projects with CSV; the BCIT Student Consultant Team was given the opportunity to bid on
the Vancouver Board of Parks and Recreation project in February 2021.
The team approached the project by securing biweekly meetings with the client via Zoom to gain more
insights into the project, the Park Operations department, as well as the resources used in maintenance of
park facilities. Interviewing the client through progressive lines of questioning, as well as following up
with emails for clarification helped in determining client needs. There was one need that was extremely
clear from the start: ease of use. The solution had to be easy to understand, easy to use, and to have a low
learning curve so that field personnel could concentrate on task at hand, instead of maneuvering through
pages of digital forms.
From there, listening to the client to determine underlying causes to the symptoms of absence of metrics
and aging equipment made it clear that a solution that tracked equipment usage and wear was necessary.
While the team was getting to know about the department, there was research into existing standards that
was conducted in parallel. These were compared to what was capable of being measured on a software
solution, and the reference standards were used as a guide to recommend metric to help achieve adequate
deployment of resources and to potentially secure ongoing funding for the sustainability of the facilities.
The BCIT Student Consultant team produced recommendations along with a 6-step implementation plan
and suggestions for future projects to help the Park Board reach its strategic goals.
The BCIT Student Consultant team would like to give many thanks to the clients, Dean McIntosh and
Emily Dunlop at the Vancouver Board of Parks and Recreation, as well as Ileana Costrut of CityStudio
Vancouver for the opportunity to be in involved in this project. Additionally, this progress in learning and
experience would not be possible without the encouragement and timely, sage advice of Alaric de Souza,
Faculty Advisor of this project at BCIT. It has been an absolute pleasure!
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Introduction
The Vancouver Board of Parks and Recreation was originally founded in 1888 as a committee to manage
the new Stanley Park. Fast forward to the present, they are partners with the City of Vancouver and help
maintain more than 240 public parks and other large public recreational systems in Vancouver. The
organization’s mission is to provide, preserve, and advocate for parks and recreation services to benefit all
people, communities, and the environment. To achieve this goal, top management at Park Boards have
devised the VanPlay Master Plan as a guideline for evidence-based decision making from data collection
and information analysis.
The BCIT Student Consulting team is currently in their fourth and final term of the Business Operations
Management Program at the British Columbia Institute of Technology (BCIT). The team is composed of
two members: Jessica Au-Yeung and Daniel Huang. The team was assembled to work with the
Vancouver Board of Parks and Recreation to investigate their current operational workflow in the Park
Operations department of the West Neighbourhood District of the Vancouver Board of Parks and
Recreation (VBPR).
The project at VBPR is focused on aligning current day to day park maintenance and operations with
sustainable financial planning while adhering to Park Boards vision and goals. The Park Board currently
uses paper timesheets to track information like work completed, time spent on various tasks and locations.
This information is not stored electronically, which makes it difficult for supervisors to keep track of and
to devise relevant metrics for measuring operational efficiency. The adjacent Park Board job shops have
utilized SAP Fiori-based applications, but employees have suggested that the resulting application was
too complex to work with. The purpose of this project is to devise relevant metrics for measuring
operational efficiency at Park Boards and to investigate park maintenance management software that
operates online and is able to generate these metrics reports for the supervisors. With these reports, they
will be able to deploy resources more efficiently to where they are needed the most, be notified about the
most recent maintenance completed at park facilities, and be able to secure additional funding from the
City of Vancouver by showing improvements that can be made with the addition of funding.

Background
The Vancouver Board of Parks and Recreation is an elected organization that is responsible for the
management of greenspaces and public parks in Vancouver. The subject of this study is the West
Neighbourhood District of the Vancouver Parks and Recreation facilities, including all public parks in
this region. A map of this area may be found in Appendix C, and a list of the
The Vancouver Board of Park and Recreation adheres to goals 3 and 10 of the VanPlay Master Plan, a set
of 10 unique goals intended to guide the operational strategies of the Parks Board. Specifically, as per the
master plan, these two goals are as follows:
“Goal 3: Prioritize delivery of resources - Prioritize the delivery of resources to where they are
needed most.
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Goal 10: Secure funding - Secure adequate and ongoing funding for the repair, renewal, and
replacement of our aging parks and recreation system.”
There are 49 public parks and green spaces included in the West Neighbourhood District of the Parks
Board (a park list is given in Appendix E). The parks are used by visitors, residents, and schools of the
community as well as businesses and the filming industry for events. Individuals and organizations may
book events in the park for a nominal fee. Depending on size and nature of the event, a permit or
insurance may be required. The Park Operations department receives notification about events by the
beginning of the week, every two weeks in the summer. If events require permits but an application has
not been made, or an event is uninsured, park rangers will issue a warning or ticket to organizers.
Park Operations is responsible for the grooming and maintenance of horticulture, sports fields, baseball
diamonds, passive grass areas, trails, ponds, and natural areas. The park turf and horticulture types, and
the horticultural maintenance tiers are categorized into several classifications as per the Turf &
Horticulture Inventory Booklet (provided by the client) and detailed in Appendix D.
The parks within the West Neighbourhood District are all unique. They vary in shape, surfaces, and
vegetation. The park facilities are listed and broken down into turf type areas and horticulture in appendix
L and appendix M respectively.
These different classifications require different levels of care, expertise of personnel, equipment, and
frequency of tasks for grooming and maintenance.
The department is not responsible for hardscape, structures, playgrounds, fencing, trees, drainage,
irrigation, parking lots, lighting, buildings, or washrooms.

Current Situation
The City of Vancouver consolidated input from the Park Board Commissioner, public, partner(s), staff,
and stakeholder(s) and drafted goals to guide the development of accessible, inclusive, and resilient parks
and recreation to serve the community over the next 25 years. (City of Vancouver, 2021). The intention of
the goals are to serve the public by enhancing the liveability of the city, and to create equitable, accessible
and inclusive public spaces. In the current state of global pandemic, public spaces are more than ever a
crucial and ever needed fabric of the communities and neighbourhoods that make up Vancouver.

Personnel
The West District of the Vancouver Parks Board is maintained by approximately 18-19 regular full time
(RFT) personnel. There are also approximately 3-4 RFT staff that are on short or long term disability;
these roles are not backfilled. Additionally, there are approximately 17 temporary full time (TFT) staff
that are brought on seasonally as needed. RFT staff start with 3 weeks of vacation days per year, building
to 6 weeks of vacation time depending on seniority. There is a concern that employee proficiency with
new technology and software solutions may be a factor in solution success.
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The employment of RFT and TFT staff is governed by the Canadian Union of Public Employees (CUPE)
Local 15 Collective Agreement. This agreement also stipulates that security and related monitoring
equipment must be disclosed to employees; it also describes that monitoring equipment, such as GPS
information may only be used in the event of an “investigation, or surveillance of employees suspected of
serious misconduct and/or illegal conduct.” (City of Vancouver, CUPE Local 15, 2016)
Staff are responsible for specific geographical regions. However, if one work crew is unable to complete
all their tasks for one day, they may ask for help from another work crew, or directly delegate a task to
another personnel or work crew with the same level of expertise and knowledge..

Equipment
The park facilities in the West District are groomed and conserved by a variety of fueled and batteryoperated equipment. From discussion, these two pools of equipment are not equivalent. Fossil-fueled
equipment creates more emissions but are more durable and capable of enduring longer periods of work.
Battery-operated equipment on the other hand, tends to be less powerful, but does not last a whole work
session as the batteries require recharging after a period of time. The recharging requires additional
infrastructure (such as additional permanent power supply and charging stations) and monitoring, as
charging needs to cycle through multiple battery packs in the equipment fleet. Staff generally work
between the hours of 6:30am to 3:30pm, and there is no current staff directly responsible for this task.
Regarding equipment and associated costs, any larger equipment that requires insurance is repaired and
maintained by the City of Vancouver. Equipment maintenance is prompted by a schedule, while fuel is
shared between the Parks Board and the City of Vancouver; annual fuel usage per equipment is estimated,
and worked into an annual budget.
Small handheld equipment such as line trimmers or leaf blowers is paid for by a small equipment budget
through the Parks Board. Consumables such as equipment attachments for handheld equipment is also
paid for by the Parks Board. Chains, blades, and line trimmers are included in this budget.

Daily Routine
The staff arrive at Jericho Park West Service Yard a little before 7 AM each workday. The day starts with
a 5-minute crew talk reviewing tasks initiated from the 3-1-1 service line. The work crews are preassigned and employees know who they are working with, and what tasks they are expected to carry out.
On the last Thursday of every month, a longer (1 hour) crew talk includes union topics and other
discussion items.
After the daily crew talk, employees go to the designed equipment bay for their respective tasks; there are
areas for trim crew equipment, sports field equipment, or field and fill materials. Each crew loads their
respective vehicles and fuel into their vehicles. During this time, crew members conduct a thorough and
mandatory equipment and vehicle check.
Since staff are knowledgeable about their geographical responsibilities, they are also familiar with the
daily demand of their area. For example, a team may avoid Seaforth Armory Park earlier in the morning,
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instead opting to complete work around mid morning in order to steer clear of commuters heading for
work or school.
An adjustment to working conditions in the past year has included work crews of four coordinating
movement in two vehicles to facilitate physical distancing and compliance with occupational health and
public health orders.
Once work crews arrive at the park facility, an initial hazard sweep and loose debris check is conducted.
Debris and garbage that is not in garbage receptacles is removed. Staff note any dog holes, tripping
hazards, broken glass, sharps or needles, or inhabitants at the facility. The hazard is noted or carefully
removed. If necessary, the proper department is notified to correct the issue, or to prevent it from
happening again. The crew begin their tasks and repeat the procedure as necessary to complete all tasks.
As part of the CUPE Local 15 collective agreement, all staff return to the Jericho West Works Yard, if
they prefer, for lunch break.
At the end of the day, crews return to the works yard and unload all equipment. No fuel is left on vehicles
for safety purposes. Crews conduct another thorough and mandatory equipment and vehicle safety check.

Park Operations Challenges
There are some obstacles that stand in the way of Park Operations task completion. The area includes a
diversity of turf surfaces, horticulture and water features, which require a proportionate fleet of
equipment and skilled personnel to maintain.
Getting to and from the geographically broad district boundaries from the Jericho West Works Yard can
also consume time, anywhere from 20-40 minutes, depending on traffic patterns and construction.
The district also includes a well-dispersed bike trail network and commute corridors that are widely used
throughout the year (a bike route map may be found in appendix F). The northeastern part of the district is
also lined with approximately thirty Mobi bike stations (a detailed map is shown in appendix G). These
two factors affect the pedestrian traffic and usage of the park facilities, as well as parking availability for
maintenance vehicles and equipment trailer.
There is also the concern of facilities planning and park operations. There must be a shared understanding
of exactly what resources (namely, personnel and equipment) are required for which park assets, as well
as collaboration and consultation on the planning of both new park facilities and horticulture assets. It
should also be taken into consideration the capacity of current resources; in essence, how the condition
and state of repair of equipment and availability of skilled labour such as horticulturists or specifically
trained equipment operators, and how these resources are deployed into work crews.

Problem Statement
The West District of the Vancouver Parks Board currently utilizes paper timesheets to record the location,
date, task and, where necessary, comment code to indicate why a task may have been incomplete or
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unable to be completed. This method renders it difficult and inefficient to track resources, trends, errors,
or efficacy of the current task completion and deployment process. As well, it is difficult to understand
where resources are needed most, and subsequently, where additional resources should be planned, such
as understanding what types of park assets require the most maintenance for further planning analysis.
A digital timesheet and record keeping system for the resources used, location, date, start time and end
time is needed for park maintenance duties. Additionally, metrics to measure efficiency and efficacy of
the current system is necessary to establish baseline data for task completion. Finally, it is desired to
utilize the resulting digital timesheet system and suggested metrics to plan additional resource placement
and equipment recommendations.
The development of these documentation and monitoring systems and comparison to established
standards will help determine what type and how many resources are needed to reach service level
targets.
As per the VanPlay Master Plan, the goal is to establish park asset needs based on frequency of work
orders and 3-1-1 requests to aid with deployment of resources, and to utilize this information to secure
funding for the adequate repair and maintenance of park facilities.

Methodology
To develop a solution that will help with the day to day resource deployment and securing adequate
funding at the Vancouver Board of Parks and Recreation, the BCIT Student Consultant team followed a
four step approach to the project: 1) data gathering, 2) determination of client needs, 3) selection criteria,
and 4) investigation of solutions. The team met regularly during the project as well as with the Client and
BCIT Faculty Advisor to provide updates and gain more insight to the project.

Data Gathering
Phase one of this project was to fully understand the current operational workflow at Park Board as well
as the resources available to Park Board employees. To gain insights to these information, data gathering
was conducted via phone calls, emails, video conferencing, and online research. The client and key
stakeholders were interviewed about their position and responsibilities at the organization, the ongoing
deployment process at the Park Board, equipment breakdown, equipment availability, and the landscaping
guidelines they adhere to. The Student Consultant team prepared interview questions for clients before
meetings and debriefed the information after each meeting. In cases where additional questions were
prompted during the debrief discussion or if any documentation was requested by the client, follow-up
emails were sent out to the appropriate contact.

Determination of Client Needs
From analyzing the information provided by our clients during the interviews, it is clear that the
bottleneck of the current operations at the Park Board is the usage of the paper timesheets. The
superintendent has pointed out that these timesheets are filled out by each individual on a daily basis, and
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they are received at the end of the day. The problem with these paper timesheets is that they are time
consuming to review and not stored electronically, making it hard to sort useful information. Since the
superintendent receives so many of them each day, it is difficult to keep track of so the timesheets end up
in storage.
Once again, since the information on the paper timesheets are hard to keep track of and the data is not
being tabulated into software such as Microsoft Excel for analysis, there are currently no baseline metrics
being recorded and used at the West District, making it difficult to tell how effective of a job they are
doing. For instance, the sustainability trend and the city's transition from fuel-powered equipment to
battery-powered equipment has gradually decreased their productivity level. This is anecdotally known,
as field workers operate the equipment and the battery life per charge is significantly lower than fueled
equipment, yet this fact cannot be substantiated as there is no data to monitor the change in productivity.
No metrics are being recorded or monitored, and subsequently fuel-powered equipment is gradually being
replaced by battery-powered “equivalents”.
From the above discussion, The BCIT Student Consultant Team has determined that the main object of
this project is to help the Park Board transition from the current paper based system to an online park
maintenance management system. The new software will need to be capable of issuing work orders,
managing assets as well as having the ability to generate an operational report for measuring efficiency.
The Student Consultant Team has also taken into account the different features that the Park Board’s
superintendent would like to see in their new software, which will be further discussed in the Criterion of
Evaluation section.
Lastly, as stated in the project information sheet in appendix A, the client would like to test out the new
solution with the Student Consultant Team to validate its feasibility and refine the new workflow
accordingly. Unfortunately, given the short time frame of the semester, the Student Consultant Team has
not be able to run a pilot project with the client. If this is so desired by the client, this would be a suitable
assignment for a future industry project, or as a project for the graduating consultant team.

Criterion of Evaluation
The criteria of evaluation has been determined from interviews with the client. The criteria are utilized to
assess potential solutions. Each potential solution is given a score ranging from 1-10 in each criteria, with
10 being the most favourable score. In order of importance and subsequent weighting, they are:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Ease of use
iPhone compatibility
Records relevant data
Supervisor overview
Tracking of resources
Scalability

Ease of Use
This characteristic receives the heaviest weighting as the client has explained that, although SAP Fiori is
available within the organization, and it has even been implemented in adjacent job shops, the end users 9

personnel - have had challenges with navigating the software and using it effectively. The goal is to
source an application that has smooth, easy to use, understandable interface, that allows the user to record
relevant data quickly, with less keystrokes, and a minimal learning curve. Where possible, software
demos have been arranged, contact information for sales representatives have been documented, and
screenshots of data entry and query pages have been acquired to assess ease of use.

iPhone Compatibility
The West Neighbourhood District of the Vancouver Parks and Recreation board currently utilizes a fleet
of twenty-two iPhones for emergencies. iPhones are widely used for their visual interface and developed
application capabilities. Therefore, a recommended solution shall be compatible with current hardware
that is familiar to Park Board personnel.

Records Relevant Data
Currently, paper timesheets are used to record the task assigned, date, and location. Where necessary, a
comment code is used to indicate the reason for incomplete tasks. Sorting through the data created in this
format is arduous and monitoring of trends and issues is inefficient. As well, this format of data collection
presents issues such as illegible writing and inaccurate information.
After discussion with the client, and consideration of metrics to be used to measure success and to garner
ongoing funding, it was determined that the following data requires documentation and monitoring; these
information categories have been separated into “Must Have” and “Nice to Have”. The “Must Have”
category of data is the “bare minimum” that potential solutions may record, while “Nice to Have” items
would be useful towards tracking metrics necessary for proving out additional funding requirements.
Table 1 outlines the two categories of relevant data.
Table 1. Relevant Data to be Recorded by Program
Must Have
-

Nice to Have

Date
Start / end times
Task(s)
Location
Hazards (or comment / note
field)

-

Resources used
Environmental conditions
Location traffic
Cause of unfinished work

“Must Have” Data
It is required of any solution to record the date, start / end times, task(s), location, and hazard (or
comment / note field) at a minimum. The reasoning for this is given below.
1) Date: specifies the date of site visit or task; documenting this data field allows for tracking of
progress and date of last task completion. Additionally, this field allows for all records to be
sorted and filtered for relevancy.
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2) Start / end times: these data fields may be used to derive the time taken to complete a task or site
visit. Recording these values provides a baseline value of resources used (labour and machine /
battery hours) for specific tasks. Time is spent by personnel getting to and from park facilities,
loading or fueling equipment, or administrative and safety tasks; the remainder of time should be
spent on tasks. The calculated time taken for tasks can be used to determine total resources
expended per park facility weekly, monthly, quarterly, or annually. This can be used directly to
determine inequalities in resources spent at facilities, and to plan resources accordingly.
3) Task(s): park maintenance is currently prompted by demand and through the city contact center.
Residents are able to place a phone call to the 3-1-1 service request line, download the
VanConnect app, use the website online chat function, or interact with city personnel via social
media channels. (City of Vancouver, 2021) After requests are logged, they are sorted and
investigated to determine the urgency, need, and the department to handle the request. For the
West Neighbourhood District of the Parks Board, the responsibilities include softscape
maintenance and horticulture care, loose debris, and grooming maintenance of public sports fields
(sand, grass, and baseball diamonds), and natural areas within the designated areas. Records of
the tasks completed, or incomplete tasks, along with reason why a task is incomplete is used to
track how resources are used, and subsequently, may be used to allocate future resources.
4) Location: records of the name of the park facility that is serviced will allow the Park Board to
determine where resources are used, and how to deploy personnel and resources. The
classification of the facility, along with information about time of year may be used to estimate
demand and resource usage accordingly.
5) Hazards (or comment / note field): hazards are noted upon the initial arrival to the park facility.
Some examples are dog holes, needles, inhabitants at park, pests, damage, or broken glass. Some
of these items are a nuisance, others are biological or physical detriments to personnel or may
cause damage to equipment. Noting hazards, and, possibly location of hazards, will allow the
hazard to be removed, corrected, or communicated properly. As well, the type and frequency of
recurrence of hazards can prompt the organization to take alternative measures to determine cause
and prevent hazards from occurring.
“Nice to Have” Data
The qualities that would be useful to document, but not absolutely necessary at this time include the
resources used, environmental conditions, location traffic, and cause of unfinished work.
1) Resources used: resources in this area include the personnel position and equipment. Specific
equipment is used to complete specific tasks in different park classifications. Resources have
finite use; personnel work a limited number of hours per week, and not all working hours are
spent completing task or value-added activities. Different personnel require different training for
the equipment, and responsibilities that they carry out. As well, equipment may fall into different
categories: fuel-powered or battery-powered. Differentiating between personnel positions and
equipment used allows the organization to determine where to budget additional resources and
return on investment in new equipment.
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2) Environmental conditions: inclement weather such as rain, snow, or wind may cause more
resources to be spent on a task. Alternatively, pleasant weather may increase demand of park
facilities. Inclusion of this data field will allow for an explanation of unusual completion times for
tasks.
3) Location traffic: it has been noted that events such as scheduled movie filming, registered or
“pop up” facility use, day use, or inhabitants in the park facility create an obstacle to completing
all tasks. Documenting this characteristic creates a richer database about facilities use, and task
completion.
4) Cause of unfinished work: currently a short code is used to indicate why a task is incomplete.
There are times that this may relate to other categories of data (environmental conditions, location
traffic), and there are also times where this is unrelated (equipment failure, higher priority task).
If this were able to be recorded, the frequency of causes could be tallied and the information
could be used to allocate additional resources.

Supervisor Overview
The currently used timesheets are time consuming to sort through, collect data, and monitor for trends or
frequency of issues. As well, timesheets may be improperly used, incomplete, damaged, misplaced, lost,
or submitted late. It is therefore desirable that information is summarized in a standardized format that is
easy to understand. The supervisor dashboard could include information such as the last date and time a
facility was serviced, the last tasks completed, outstanding work orders, or upcoming scheduled tasks.

Tracking of Resources
Resources in this organization include personnel and equipment. There are a variety of positions and
equipment with equally varying monetary investments. Being able to track the frequency, length, and
location of use is desirable for allocation and future planning.

Scalability
This project is positioned to source a solution that will help the organization reaching its operational
objectives. If a solution is economically viable and meets the organizations needs, there is potential to
scale the solution to additional districts within the City of Vancouver, as well as to different job shops in
the Park Board. In this area, the functionality and integration with additional software and business
operations needs to be evaluated.

Investigation of solutions
Taking into account the above criterions, the Students Consultant team researched the internet on
potential park maintenance management software that we believe will help with the Park Board’s
operations. We were especially interested in the customers’ review that other users have provided because
it really shows the pros and cons of each software. That’s why we decided to use Capterra, a reliable
software review website that we have learned about during our ERP selection lectures at BCIT. With the
help of Capterra, the Students Consultant team decided to further investigate on three softwares:
Cartegraph, Productive Parks, and CityWorks. The consultants were interested in Cartegraph because it
has been in the industry for 27 years and is used by many cities around the U.S. and Canada, they provide
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thorough information on their website as well as they have a youtube channel dedicated to showcase their
software. On the other hand, the consultants were interested in Productive parks because the company has
only been around for 7 years, so we wanted to see a direct comparison between a newer and older
company. In addition, Productive Parks is also more tailored to fit the parks and recreation operations.
Lastly, we were interested in investigating CityWorks because many of the users’ reviews under
Cartegraph were comparing it directly to CityWorks, and we wanted to see why that was and the reason
so many of them end up going with Cartegraph instead of CityWorks.
After deciding on the three softwares to further investigate, the Students Consultant team reached out to
the sales team of each software via their contact forms and emails, we coordinated meetings showcasing
them what the project brief is and how we think implementing their software could help with the
operations at the Vancouver Board of Parks and Recreations. In the end, the Consultants team were able
to coordinate meetings with Cartegraph and Productive Parks where they showcased a demo of their
software with the team and the key stakeholders of this project.

Analysis of Alternatives
There are three potential solutions that were investigated, but it shall be noted that a SAP Fiori-based
application might also be created if the software were available, and project timeline permitted. SAP is an
Enterprise Resource Planning software that integrates with existing software across and organizations
business functions to support business processes. SAP Fiori, a version of SAP, allows for functionality
across mobile devices, tablets, and desktops, while also allowing work flow and work order approvals,
information recall, and many self-service tasks. Additionally, SAP Fiori allows users to move across their
computers and mobile devices while mid-task, starting on one device and completing a task on another.
That being said, not all SAP functions are available on mobile devices. Also, users may find the learning
curve steep as the user interface is dependent on module customization and the understanding the module
programmers have of the business.
Keeping in mind that the Parks Board employee proficiency with new technology and time allotted to
record keeping and data entry may be minimal, and to maintain employee focus on park facilities
maintenance tasks, the consultants have focused on three “out of the box” solutions: Cityworks,
Cartegraph, and Productive Parks.
Both Cityworks and Cartegraph are asset management enterprise solutions, meaning that they are
“designed to integrate the various business functions through the exchange of data from the business
process areas and related databases.” (Gartner Inc., 2021) Meanwhile, Productive Parks bills itself as a
“maintenance management software for parks and recreation”.
All three follow the software as a service (SaaS) pricing model and offer desktop interfaces. Additionally,
Cartegraph and Cityworks offer downloadable iOS and Android apps, while Productive Parks is a cloudbased, browser solution. As well, all three boast a user friendly mobile interface for field personnel.
Contact information for the companies, along with sales and support staff representatives (where
available) may be found in Appendix H.
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Cityworks
Cityworks was started in 1986 as a consulting firm that provided services to federal agencies. The firm
was acquired in 2019 by Trimble, a Silicon Valley tech startup that ballooned to a global, publicly traded
GPS organization. CityWorks leverages off the expertise and knowledge network of its parent company
while still retaining the innovative spirit of its founders to focus on the needs of their customers - local
governmental bodies.
Cityworks strengths include a long history of working with governmental agencies in both the USA and
in Canada. Within BC, one of their customers includes the District of Sechelt. Cityworks differentiate
themselves from “software” by defining their product instead as a “platform” which integrates multiple
varied business processes and needs to produce better communication amongst organizations and
stakeholders. Their website shows a detailed online resource center, along with a training section. The
resource center showcases a monthly Cityworks “Converge User Summits”, which feature keynote
speakers that are customers of the platform. Additionally, they host an annual Cityworks Innovate
Conference, taking place virtually over two days, where their management team showcase new features
and provide a platform with which to network with other users and asset management thought leaders.
As Cityworks is an enterprise platform, the level of detail is intricate and the system requires
familiarization to use all the functions effectively. Training is offered in online and self-paced, virtual and
live, or a trainer may be hosted at the Park Board facilities. All training is priced separately, and this
facilitates proper planning as well as training for updated modules and refresher training if required. Since
there is a level of detail and nuances with the capabilities of Cityworks, a program administrator may be
required to manage and keep up to date on the platform functions. There is also the addition of third-party
hosting, offered through Amazon Web Services (AWS). These three aspects create additional costs to the
SaaS pricing and implementation fees associated with Cityworks.
The Cityworks solution was graded based on what was found on the internet, as there was no demo
available. This is summarized in table 2.
Table 2. Cityworks evaluated based on criteria
Criteria

Score

Weighting

Weighted Score Comments

Ease of use

5

10

50

Similar intricacies as Cartegraph but
unable to assess without “live” demo

iPhone
compatibility

10

8

80

iPhone and iOS app available

Records
relevant data

6

8

48

Uncertain about hazards, environmental
conditions, location traffic, and cause of
unfinished work

Supervisor
overview

7

7

49

Dashboards available; unsure about
complexity or customizations

Tracking of
resources

10

7

70

Ability to track park facility assets,
labour, and equipment

14

Scalability

8

5

40

Total

337/450

Scalable, but ease of use comes into play

At the time of writing, Cityworks had not followed up on requests for a virtual demonstration of their
product, or to questions. It suffices to say that further information is required to conduct a full analysis of
their offerings and customer service, and to adequately rank them next to the alternatives.

Cartegraph
Cartegraph is also an enterprise platform built for cities, colleges and institutions, and organizations that
have special operational capabilities such as utilities, water, and sewage management, as well as parks
and open spaces. They have customers throughout the USA as well as in Canada, with their featured
British Columbian users being the City of Pitt Meadows and City of Victoria. The company received a
surge of growth investment in 2017 when Pamlico, a private equity firm with interests in business
communications, healthcare, and technology services bought into the company.
Cartegraphs’ products provide integration of data between business operations and departments and
creates usable dashboards and a detailed mobile user interface that are able to be understood and used by
the average user.
Technical support of Cartegraph products is offered through Applied Geologics Inc. (AGI), a Canadian
company situated out of Guelph, Ontario with exclusive distribution and implementation rights for
Cartegraph.
A demo of Cartegraphs’ dashboards, mobile interface and asset management capabilities was coordinated
through zoom, and the consultants met with a direct Cartegraph representative and AGI leads prior to the
meeting with the client. From the demonstrations and discussions, it was clear that the capabilities of
Cartegraph exceeds the needs of this project. It is more than able to track resource use and time spent on
tasks, as well as materials used; the system is robust enough to interface with finance for costing out work
completed, monitor and rate the condition of equipment to prompt maintenance or repair, and to visually
layer different park facility assets on a mobile device. The map may be viewed in a simpler view, or a
detailed satellite overlay.
A screenshot of one such mobile screen is shown in figure 1. From this screen, the user is able to view a
visual representation of outstanding tasks and select the park facility surfaces or assets that are relevant to
the task, and see where they are located.
Additionally, equipment fleet status and condition is easily viewable on the mobile screen. Cartegraph
allows the user to determine their own criteria of measuring Overall Condition Indicator (OCI). This is a
value from 0-100 that can give the user and user group an understanding of how “healthy” an equipment
resource is. The equipment asset screen also allows the user to view operation manuals, user reports, and
history of use and maintenance. A screenshot of the easy to use equipment selection screen is shown in
figure 2.
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Figure 1. Cartegraph Mobile Device (iPhone) Screenshot of Field User Map with Satellite (left) and
without (right)

There are some key differentiators that Cartegraph offers: one is their “what if” scenario builder. This
function allows the user to budget out the costs for an asset over its lifespan. This allows for better
planning and deployment, and anticipation of repairs and maintenance. It shall be noted though, the steps
needed to set up the scenario build, however, is very complex. The technical lead initially demonstrating
the software mentioned that it is easy to “get lost” when building a scenario if you are unsure of what you
are doing; this is echoed in multiple software review sites such as Capterra. Nonetheless, another positive
feature is the capability to automatically generate tasks based on the completion time of the last or most
recent completed task. Another feature is the ability to record employee timesheets for payroll purposes.
These features as well as many others exemplify the powerful capabilities of Cartegraph.
Figure 2. Cartegraph Mobile Device (iPad) Screenshot of Equipment Selection
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Some concerns that require further investigation with Cartegraph is their pricing model as well as seeing
some representations of the software on an iPhone or the iPhone app.
A summary of the evaluation of Cartegraph is given in table 3.
Table 3. Cartegraph evaluated based on criteria
Criteria

Score

Weighting

Weighted Score

Comments

Ease of use

8

10

80

Similar intricacies as Cityworks;
slightly more user friendly

iPhone
compatibility

10

8

80

iPhone and iOS app available

Records
relevant data

8

8

64

Unsure about environmental
conditions

Supervisor
overview

7

7

49

Pre-built dashboards available

Tracking of
resources

10

7

70

Ability to track park facility assets,
labour, equipment and materials

Scalability

8

5

40

Scalable, but ease of use comes into
play

Total

383/450

From what is assessed on the internet from reviews and screenshots, “Ease of use”, “Records relevant
data” and “Supervisor overview” receives a lower score as online user reviews explicitly state, “the
system feels clunky and needs an overhaul”, “I feel [that] the system is not very user friendly for nontechnologically-inclined users”, under the heading of “Cartegraph’s famous line, “This feature may not be
available in every package”. Also, another review states, “I personally feel more training would have
gone a long way.” (G2.com, Inc, 2021)
The consultant team did not receive a price quote from Cartegraph. The reason for this is that the Park
Operations department does not require the entire enterprise platform at this time. Moreover, additional
consultation on other business operation needs and criteria would require identification and scrutiny,
which is outside the scope of this project. What would be required at this time would be a customized
module representing a small segment of what Cartegraph is able to offer to support Park Operations
needs. Also, similar to Cityworks, it was advisable that appointing a program administrator (ie
Information Technology Specialist) would be necessary for Cartegraphs’ complexity. It was also brought
up that training is an additional charge, as is the third party database hosting through AWS, similar to
what Cityworks offers.
As is seen in the demo screenshots in this document so far, Cartegraph was shown in the desktop
interface, as well as an iPad screen. It would be great to see the program demoed live from the user screen
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of an iPhone to fully understand how it will look and feel to the field user and to determine if there would
be difficulty navigating on a smaller screen. Additional field notes are detailed in appendix I.
At this time, for the reasons of lower overall score, uncertainty over additional costs, unnecessary
additional features, necessary systems administrator, and in some instances a steeper learning curve, the
team decided not to move forward with this option.

Productive Parks
Productive Parks is a privately owned company with two founders with strong information technology
and business analyst backgrounds. The web-based browser program is tailored to city and municipality
parks and recreation agencies. Although they do not have Canadian customers at this time, they have
customers in Pleasant Valley (California), and Corvallis (Oregon), as well as their home city of Chicago.
They have partnered with a Quebec-based recreation scheduling software company, Amilia, to
incorporate the aspect of park reservations.
Communicating directly with the founder has been quick and easy. Email communications are answered
within the hour, or at most, within the day. Coordinating meetings has been flexible - the company has
been able to be nimble with scheduling options, even though they are situated out of Chicago, Illinois.
As a contrast to both Cartegraph and Cityworks, which are enterprise platforms, handle large data sets,
recommend the expertise of a systems administrator, and have the hidden fees of training and a thirdparty data server, Productive Parks is a lot “lighter”.
The browser-based program focuses specifically on parks and recreation, task creation and completion,
inspections, resource (personnel and equipment) management, and turf material usage. A summary of the
findings may be found in table 4 below.
Table 4. Evaluation of Productive Parks Software
Criteria

Score

Weighting

Weighted Score

Ease of use

10

10

100

Easy to understand interface; no “computer
jargon”, minimal clicks to complete task

iPhone
compatibility

10

8

80

iPhone and iOS app available

Records
relevant data

9

8

72

Includes mandatory fields; capable of
building in all necessary fields

Supervisor
overview

10

7

70

Pre-built dashboards available, also have
ability to create

Tracking of
resources

8

7

56

May need a work around for scheduling /
payroll timesheet

Scalability

10

5

50

“Light” and easy to use, scalable

Total

428 /450
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Comments

The Productive Parks solution ranks the highest based on the criteria as set out in the initial terms of
reference. The demo session showed an easy-to-understand, easy-to-use interface with a simple colour
scheme. The demo went through the desktop supervisor screens, as well as the field user iPhone screen.
Figure 3 shows the task screen that users navigate from on a daily basis to complete tasks.
Figure 3. Productive Parks Mobile Device (iPhone) Screenshot of Outstanding Tasks

The demo also reviewed the asset management screen and administrator (supervisor) dashboards. The
administrator dashboard is portrayed in figure 4.
Figure 4. Productive Parks Administrator Dashboard.
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The administrator dashboard allows the user to select existing and outstanding work orders, view
inspections, tasks, assets and bucket task lists. The screen also outlines the personnel within the
department and work details like tasks assigned and days worked.
Aside from the evaluation criteria for the project, Productive Parks is a smaller company - this may be a
positive or negative aspect, depending on the perspective taken. Since the company is smaller, there are
less silos of information. Working directly with the founder who also develops the program provides
more peace of mind in terms of building new dashboards, inserting new fields, and creating flexible
software quickly that adequately suits the users needs. On the other hand, since the software is simpler, it
may not provide enough functionality for the whole Park Board or City of Vancouver organization as the
technological expertise grows.
The founder was also able to provide a price quote (valid for 60 days from May 10, 2021). The price
quote may be found in appendix K.
The BCIT consultant team has chosen to move forward with Productive Parks as the best fit for the
project at hand, and will discuss further recommendations.

Recommendations
The consultant team recommends the immediate solution of working with Productive Parks to begin
tracking tasks, date, location, start and end times, and hazards, at a minimum, to begin building a database
of work completed in the West Neighbourhood District. It would be most favourable to begin tracking as
well, the “nice to have” relevant data items that were specified in the criterion of evaluation as well: the
resources used, environmental conditions, location traffic, and cause of unfinished work. These additional
data points will help in assessing the wear and tear on equipment, equipment longevity, demand and
demand trends on the park facilities, and reasons for longer completion times (or reasons for task
incompletion).
Along with the implementation of the new software. The Student Consultant Team have also conducted
research on the maintenance plans of other parks and recreation facilities and some of the performance
metrics they monitor. It shall be noted that developing these particular metrics can be a long process and
given the limited resources and short time frame of the project, the consultant team were not able to
complete that, so the following informative tables and figures retrieved from online research may be used
only as a guide for developing metrics for the project at hand. This would be an excellent project for a
spring session consultant team, or for a future project for the current team. At the clients request, a
follow-up project may be coordinated for future operations management students at BCIT.
To start with, the Brownsville Parks and Recreation in Texas conducts task time analysis for the core
areas where they perform regular routine maintenance. An example of one is provided in figure 5.
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Figure 5. Brownsville Parks & Grounds Task Time Analysis

The Brownsville Parks and Grounds personnel record what tasks the employees are carrying out, the
number of staff dedicated to each particular task, the hours each employee spends on the individual task,
and how often that task is conducted. From there on, calculations may be completed to estimate the
annual hours that are spent completing each particular task and the percentage of employee time that are
allocated to each task. By looking at the information in figure 5, we can see that 37% of the employees’
time is wasted on loading, unloading, and travelling, which equates to 21750.00 hours of unproductive
time per year or 2.96 hours of every 8 hours day per person. We can compare this information to our
desired employee productivity after taking into account the personal needs, fatigue, and unavoidable
delays (PFD) allowance.
The PFD allowance is the adjustment completed to the “normal” work hours obtain the standard time for
the purpose of recovering time lost due to:
-

Personal needs: washroom breaks, water or fresh air breaks, phone calls, or other personal
interruptions
Fatigue: the time taken to recover from long periods of physical work, work environments, or
other mental or physical stressors
Unavoidable delays: work-related events such as cleaning the workspace after a shift, machine
breakdowns

The PFD allowance can be compared with the desired employee productivity, and if productivity does not
reach the target value, it can be understand that improvements need to be made by either decreasing
equipment loading / unloading times, decreasing safety check times, or developing more efficient
travelling routes or methods, or securing parking at designated park facilities.
In addition, the Parks Board should start to develop formal standards on how frequent each task should
occur for the individual parks and facilities and document them. This information, when correlated with
information on park demand (usage) will help ensure that neighbourhood parks and urban parks
maintenance are not overlooked and consistently applied to the field in comparison with the destination
parks and sports fields. Moreover, this will help with setting up preventive maintenance if the Parks
Board does decide to implement a software solution. Examples of what is used at the Brownsville Parks
and Recreation is provided in figure 6 and 7.
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Figure 6. General Parks Maintenance Standards
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Figure 7. Floral / Horticulture Standards

Continuing on, another recommendation the Student Consultant team have for the Parks Board is to begin
tracking task effectiveness. This can be completed by tracking the inputs (ie the resources) of a process,
including the budget, personnel type and time, number of personnel, equipment hours, of materials (sand,
soil, gravel, cinders etc). Then tracking the outputs of the process, such as area maintained, number of
shrubs trimmed, the area of sports fields groomed. The productivity of a work crew or an individual may
be calculated by dividing the outputs by the input.
Using this value, it can be determined how efficient the work crew, individual, equipment, were at
utilizing the inputs of time, funding, personnel or material to perform the work that resulted in the
trimmed shrubs, maintained area or sports field. An example of what is used at the Brownsville Parks and
Recreation is provided in figure 8.
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Figure 8. Brownsville Parks & Recreation Process Efficiencies
Activity

Activity Goal
(What, whom, why)

Budget
(Input)

Effectiveness
(Service quality)

End Product
(Output)

Unit Cost or Productivity
(Efficiency)

Standard Athletic fields
management

Provide quality safe athletic
fields

TBD

●

70 % of fields with ↓ 400 hrs
booked have an Asset
Condition Rating of 1-3
75% of standard fields have a
working irrigation system

●
●

●

Down time ≤ 1% due to
repairs
95% playgrounds are Asset
Condition Rating of 3 or higher
100% of inspections commence
average length of playtime

●
●
●
●

# of incidents
# of inspections
# of claims
# per child / capita

●
●
●

Cost of inspection
Cost of repairs
Cost of replacement or
refurbishment

10%-15% of all general turf is
class A turf

●

Mowing height is
3”
X% of total general
turf area is Class A
Hours & cost for
Top-dress, aerate,
fertilize for selected
areas

●
●

$/acre mowed
$/top-dress, aerate &
fertilize / acre for
selected areas

# of annual beds or
planters
m2/community
# times fertilized
# times weeded
# of times watered

●
●
●
●
●

$ of fertilization
$ of weeding
$ of watering
$ of bed prep
$ of flower purchase

●

Management of
Playgrounds

Provide safe quality
playgrounds

TBD

●
●
●

Management of
General turf areas (not
including enhanced
sports fields)

The goal of Parks is to
maintain general turf areas
to an appropriate level of
service for all customers

TBD

●

●

The goal of Annual bed
maintenance is to provide
safe, healthy & aesthetically
pleasing shrub beds for all
customers.

●

TBD

●
●

< 5% mortality rate of flowers
No less than 90% of beds or
containers have an ACR of 1-3

●
●
●
●
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●
●
●

●

Annual flower beds
management

2.5” height
Mowed every 7
days
Fertilized/Aerate 2
tim/year

$ for aeration selected
sites
$ Mowing
$ for Fertilize selected
sites
$ for irrigation (water
consumption)

Furthermore, with the implementation of the new park maintenance management software. The Parks
Board will now have the ability to track the overall cost of maintaining each asset. With the monitored
data on hand, the recommendation is for the Parks Board to set a standard for maintaining the different
types of field to a different standard by grouping similar fields together and deriving their average
maintenance costs per area. This information can be useful when the Parks Board is planning for annual
spending or when there is an addition of a new park and it is necessary to estimate how much it would
cost to maintain over a period of time. An example of the standard used at the Brownsville Parks and
Recreation is provided in figure 9 below.
Figure 9. Brownsville Parks & Recreation Maintenance Costs

One additional recommendation for the Parks Board is to start tracking their equipment productivity. For
instance, the Parks Board should do a comparison between fuel-powered equipment versus batterypowered equipment by using them to maintain the same field at the same service level. Since the new
software has the ability to track the total cost of maintenance for each work order, the Parks Board will
now be able to see the difference between the two in terms of dollar value, time spent, as well as square
footage using data from the inventory assets.. Using this data, it can be shown that by transitioning to
battery-powered equipment, the overall cost of maintenance is actually going up, perhaps due to more
time spent completing a task or less square footage maintained per equipment hour. These values may be
used to apply for extra funding, or to replace the battery-powered equipment.
Lastly, the Parks Boards should set up work priorities based on the service level of each task and how
immediate each task should be completed. By doing so, in situations where the Parks Board is working
with limited equipment, materials, and personnel, the Parks Board will be able to allocate these resources
to where they are needed the most and make the most use out of the field employees’ and work crews’
time. An example of the standard used at the Maricopa County Parks and Recreation in Arizona is
provided in figure 10.
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Figure 10. Maricopa County Parks and Recreation

Implementation Plan
For the Vancouver Board of Parks and Recreation to successfully implement the recommended solution.
The BCIT Student Consultant Team has prepared a step-by-step implementation plan for the organization
to follow.
Step 1: The first step of the implementation plan is to notify all the personnel that will be affected by the
implementation of the new solution. This includes all the field workers, supervisors, management team,
financial department, IT department, and associates. This shall be done with the assistance of Dean
Mclntosh (Superintendent, Neighbourhood Parks-West, Vancouver Park Board), one of the main contacts
of the project who have been constantly updated on our progress and has also attended a demo of the
solution. With the help of Dean and by notifying the stakeholders beforehand, we hope to address some of
their concerns and motivate them with the onboarding process of Productive Parks.
Step 2: The next step of the implementation plan is to have the IT department from the Vancouver Parks
Board work directly with the engineers and programmers from Productive Parks to integrate some of their
existing management software to Productive Parks using the API integration. This can be done on things
like the GIS system and the Active network scheduling software that Park Board currently uses. With the
integration of these softwares, the Parks Board will gain full access to the different features that
Productive Parks offer which will definitely help with streamlining the operations at the Parks Board.
Step 3: Since Productive Parks offers a 30-day free trial, our recommendation for the Parks Board is to
conduct a test implementation of the software with just a few employees and parks. By doing so, the
Parks Board will be able to verify if the software is working as intended, present the functionality that the
Parks Board is looking for and validate if the reporting system can generate useful information for
supervisors to view. Nevertheless, it would be advantageous to get feedback on the comfort level of field
personnel who will be using the software and to get input on what could be improved. Productive Parks
do offer customization to their software so fields, dashboards, and small details are able to be adjusted
according to Park Board needs.
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Step 4: If the test implementation is successful and the Parks Board does decide to move forward with
Productive Parks, the next step would be to develop some of the metrics the consultant team has
suggested in the recommendation section of this report using existing dataset that has been recorded
during the test implementation. With the addition of these metrics, it would be helpful when performing
the initial setup of the software when it’s time for full implementation.
Step 5: The following phase of the implementation would be working with Productive Parks to provide
training to all the stakeholders who will be using the new software. With the one time implementation fee,
Productive Parks do offer unlimited training on system administration as well as on the usage of the
software by the staff members. Once that’s taken care of, the Parks Board is now ready for the full
implementation of the software which shall be done with the assistance of Productive Parks.
Step 6: Finally, after the full implementation takes place, the Parks Board should periodically review if
the new solution is working effectively by measuring if the total cost of park maintenance have decreased
prior to implementing the solution or if the overall efficiency of the process increases over time as the
stakeholders get used to the new workflow and as more data points are collected and analyzed and used
for planning.

Conclusions
The BCIT Students Consultant team has set out to improve the current operational workflow at
Vancouver Board of Parks and Recreation regarding imbalanced resource deployment and equipment
breakdowns. Through a series of data gathering tools, it was determined that behind these issues, lies the
paper-based system that the Park Board currently uses. These paper timesheets are hard to tabulate and
analyze, making it difficult for the Parks Board to keep records of any useful metrics, or to track any
seasonality or trends. In addition, since no metrics are being used, the Parks Board is not able to show the
decrease in productivity for budgeting purposes of transitioning from the traditional fuel-powered
equipment to the more sustainable battery-powered equipment. Based on these findings, the BCIT
Student Consultant team has decided to investigate the feasibility of using a park maintenance
management software as a solution to the Park Boards’ problem.
The Students Consultant team then carried out additional meetings with the key stakeholders to determine
what key features or functionalities that the client would be interested in seeing in the promoted solution.
With that in mind, research was done and three major softwares were selected for further investigation.
Through emails, the Students Consultant team managed to get hold of Productive Parks and Cartegraph,
and a demo of both softwares were showcased to the key stakeholders of this project. Finally, using the
weighted criteria of evaluation, the consultants have determined Productive Parks to be a better fit for the
Vancouver Board of Parks and Recreation according to the scope of the project.
Taking into account the features Product Parks offer, the Students Consultant team have also developed a
set of recommendations for potential metrics to be measured and used for financial planning in the future.
In addition, a detailed implementation plan has also been created by the consultants to support the
onboarding process of implementing the new software solution at Vancouver Board of Parks and
Recreation.
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There are suggestions for future projects / studies, as hinted throughout the report. These will include
further studies into potential metrics to be monitored, working with other districts or departments to
expand the use of the new software solution, or potentially working with the City of Vancouver to
investigate if it’s worth investing in enterprise software to streamline the planning and operations of the
city’s processes in the long run.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Project Brief (Project Information Sheet)
The project brief was provided to 2nd year Business Operations Management students in mid February.
Pre-formed project teams were given the opportunity to bid on the projects via expressed interest and a
proposal of intent. On February 24th, a Kick Off Workshop session was used to allocate projects to
student teams; the team consisting of Daniel Huang and Jessica Au-Yeung were awarded the Vancouver
Board of Parks and Recreation project. The project brief used to prepare the proposal of intent is detailed
below.
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Appendix B: Project Terms of Reference
The Terms of Reference serves as an agreement to the project and outlines the responsibilities and
deliverables of the student consultant team and pertinent details of the project. The terms of reference is
reviewed and signed off on by all parties involved to ensure that expectations are set out, and that
deliverables are prepared with client needs in mind. The project Terms of Reference is detailed below.
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Appendix C: West Neighbourhood District Map
The subject of the study is the West Neighbourhood District, as detailed in the shaded region in figure A
below..
Figure A. West Neighbourhood District of Vancouver Parks Board
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Appendix D: Park Turf and Horticulture Classifications
The park facilities within Vancouver may be categorized into several categories, based on park turf and
horticulture type and maintenance. These classifications depict the type of equipment, skill level of
employee, level of maintenance and frequency of upkeep that is carried out on each facility. The park turf
type is detailed in figure B; the horticulture type in figure C; and the horticultural maintenance tier in
figure D.
Figure B. Park Turf Type

Figure C. Horticulture Types
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Figure D. Horticultural Maintenance Tiers
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Appendix E: West District - List of Parks
The West Neighbourhood District of the Vancouver Board of Parks and Recreation includes
forty-nine public parks and green spaces. These parks are listed in figure E.
Figure E. List of Public Parks and Green Spaces in the West Parks Board District
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Appendix F: Vancouver Bike Route Map
Vancouver is an extremely bike-friendly city, with bike lanes, trails, and greenways populated over the
scenic city. Many of the bike routes link together Vancouver’s network of scenic parks, beaches,
facilities, hospitals, amenities, and institutions. The presence of bike routes adjacent to public parks
boosts the traffic, usage, and grooming and maintenance demand to the park facilities. A sample of the
Vancouver bike route map within the west district is shown in figure F.
Figure F. Bike Routes within the West Neighbourhood Park District
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Appendix G: Mobi Bike Station Map
The northeastern area of the West Parks District is affected by congestion and shortage of parking spaces
close to public parks. Approximately thirty Mobi Bike Share stations are situated in the district area.
Figure G shows the location of the bike stations affecting the west district; shaded locations of the map do
not affect the West Parks District.
Figure G. Location of Mobi Bike Share Stations in the West Parks District
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Appendix H: Company Contact Information
There were three organizations that were shortlisted for the needs of this project: Cartegraph, Cityworks, and Productive Parks. The contact info
for each organization, along with sales and technical support are detailed in table A below.
Table A. Company Contact Information

Company
Name

Company Address

Website

Sales Representative

Technical Support

Cartegraph

3600 Digital Drive,
Dubuque, IA 52003

www.cartegraph.com

Sara Albertsen, Lead
Generation Specialist

Offered exclusively through Applied
GeoLogics Inc,
111 Farquhar Street, Guelph, ON N1H 3N4
877-733-9533
Ed Shewen, President & Senior Consultant
Jared Stokes, Systems Analyst

Cityworks

11075 South State
Street, Suite 24,
Sandy, Utah 84070

www.cityworks.com

Brent Wilson, Vice
President of Sales,
bwilson@cityworks.com

(No communications after initial website
inquiry)

Productive
Parks

380 E Saint Charles
Road, Lombard, IL
60148

www.productiveparks.com

Mike Smith, Co-owner
mike@productiveparks.com
630-765-4252 ext 2

(Same)
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Appendix I: Cartegraph Field Notes
A “pre-screen” interview was held when the consultant team initially met with the Cartegraph Lead
Generation Specialist (Sara Albertsen), and on a separate occasion, Applied Logistics Inc’s President and
Senior Consultant (Ed Shewen). After the meeting, the team regrouped and compared notes, then
coordinated a follow up demo meeting with the client and Canadian Cartegraph distributor. The resulting
email to the client is detailed below.
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Appendix J: Productive Parks Field Notes
Similar to the pre-screening meeting with Cartegraph, the team met initially with the co-founder of
Productive Parks (Mike Smith). It was an encouraging meeting and the team followed up to quickly set
up a demo meeting with the client. The field notes from that meeting are depicted below.
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Appendix K: Productive Parks Price Quote
The BCIT Consultant team arranged for a demo with Mike Smith, a co-founder of Productive Parks. After
assessing the client needs and a question and answer period, the consultants asked for a price estimate.
The resulting price quotation is given below.
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Appendix L: Asset Inventory - Turfs
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Appendix M: Asset Inventory – Horticulture
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Appendix N: Park Operations Hierarchy Chart
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